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Abstract—This paper presents the theory and practice of
a new advanced modem technology suitable for high-data-rate
wireless communications and presents its performance over a
frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channel. The new technology is
based onspace–time coded modulation(STCM) [1]–[5] with multi-
ple transmit and/or multiple receive antennas andorthogonal pilot
sequence insertion(O-PSI). In this approach, data is encoded by
a space–time (ST) channel encoder and the output of the encoder
is split into N streams to be simultaneously transmitted using
N transmit antennas. The transmitter inserts periodic orthog-
onal pilot sequences in each of the simultaneously transmitted
bursts. The receiver uses those pilot sequences to estimate the
fading channel. When combined with an appropriately designed
interpolation filter, accurate channel state information (CSI) can
be estimated for the decoding process. Simulation results of the
proposed modem, as applied to the IS-136 cellular standard, are
presented. We present theframe error rate (FER) performance
results as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
the maximum Doppler frequency, in the presence of timing
and frequency offset errors. Simulation results show that for
10% FER, a 32-state eight-phase-shift keyed (8-PSK) ST code
with two transmit and two receive antennas can support data
rates up to 55.8 kb/s on a 30-kHz channel, at an SNR of 11.7
dB and a maximum Doppler frequency of 180 Hz. Simulation
results for other codes and other channel conditions are also
provided. We also compare the performance of the proposed
STCM scheme with delay-diversity schemes and conclude that
STCM can provide significant SNR improvement over simple
delay diversity.

Index Terms— Coded modulation, space–time (ST) coding,
space–time processing, wireless communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE realization of wireless communications, providing
high data rate and high quality information exchange

between two portable terminals that may be located anywhere
in the world, and the vision of a new telephone service based
on a single phone that acts as a traditional cellular phone
when used outdoors and as a conventional high-quality phone
when used indoors [6] has been the new communication
challenge in recent years and will continue to be for years
to come. The great popularity of cordless phones, cellular
phones, radio paging, portable computing, and other personal
communication services (PCS’s) demonstrates the rising de-
mand for these services. Rapid growth in mobile computing
and other wireless data services is inspiring many proposals
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for high-speed data services in the range of 64–144 kb/s for
a microcellular-wide area and high-mobility applications and
up to 2 Mb/s for indoor applications [7]. Research challenges
in this area include the development of efficient coding and
modulation and signal processing techniques to improve the
quality and spectral efficiency of wireless communications
and better techniques for sharing the limited spectrum among
different high-capacity users.

The physical limitations of the wireless channel presents a
fundamental technical challenge for reliable communications.
The channel is susceptible to time-varying impairments such
as noise, interference, and multipath. Limitations on the power
and size of the communications and computing devices in a
mobile handset are a second major design consideration. Most
personal communications and wireless services portables are
meant to be carried in a briefcase and/or pocket and must,
therefore, be small and lightweight, which translates to a
low power requirement since small batteries must be used.
Many of the signal processing techniques which may be used
for reliable communications and efficient spectral utilization,
however, demand significant processing power, precluding the
use of low-power devices. Continuing advances in very large
scale integration (VLSI) and integrated circuit technology for
low power applications will provide a partial solution to this
problem. Hence, placing a higher signal processing burden
on fixed locations (base stations), with relatively larger power
resources than the portables, makes good engineering sense.

Perhaps the single most important factor in providing re-
liable communications over wireless channels is diversity.
Diversity techniques which may be used include time, fre-
quency, and space diversity.

• Time diversity:Channel coding in combination with lim-
ited interleaving is used to provide time diversity. How-
ever, while channel coding is extremely effective in
fast-fading environments (high mobility), it offers very
little protection under slow fading (low mobility) unless
significant interleaving delays can be tolerated.

• Frequency diversity:The fact that signals transmitted over
different frequencies induce different multipath structures
and independent fading is exploited to provide frequency
diversity (sometimes referred to as path diversity). In
time division multiple access (TDMA) systems, frequency
diversity is obtained by the use of equalizers [8] when the
multipath delay spread is a significant fraction of a symbol
period. The global system for mobile communications
(GSM) uses frequency hopping to provide frequency
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diversity. In direct sequence code division multiple access
(DS-CDMA) systems, RAKE receivers [9], [10] are used
to obtain path diversity. When the multipath delay spread
is small, as compared to the symbol period, however,
frequency or path diversity does not exist.

• Space diversity:The receiver/transmitter uses multiple
antennas that are separated for reception/transmission
and/or differently polarized antennas to create indepen-
dent fading channels. Currently, multiple antennas at base
stations are used for receive diversity at the base. It is
difficult, however, to have more than one or two antennas
at the portable unit due to the size limitations and cost of
multiple chains of RF down conversion.

In this paper we present the theory and practice of a new
advanced modem technology suitable for high-data-rate wire-
less communications based onspace–time coded modulation
(STCM) with multiple transmit antennas [1]–[5] andorthogo-
nal pilot sequences insertion(O-PSI). At the transmitter, each
block of data is first optionally encoded using a high-rate
Reed Solomon (RS) block encoder followed by aspace–time
(ST) channel encoder. The spatial and temporal properties of
STCM guarantee that diversity is achieved at the transmitter,
while maintaining optional receive diversity, without any
sacrifice in transmission rate. The output of the ST encoder
is split into streams that are simultaneously transmitted
using transmit antennas. Each stream of encoded symbols
is then independently interleaved, using a block symbol-by-
symbol interleaver. The transmitter inserts periodic orthogonal
pilot sequences in each one of the simultaneously transmitted
blocks. Each block is then pulse-shaped and transmitted from a
different antenna. Since the signal at each receive antenna is a
linear superposition of the transmitted signals, the receiver
uses the orthogonal pilot sequences to estimate the different
fading channels. The receiver then uses an appropriately
designed interpolation filter to interpolate those estimates
and obtain accurate channel state information (CSI). The
interpolated channel estimates, along with the received sam-
ples, are then deinterleaved using a block symbol-by-symbol
deinterleaver and passed to a vector maximum likelihood
sequence decoder, followed by an RS decoder.

The information theoretic aspects of transmit diversity were
addressed in [13]–[16]. Previous work on transmit diversity
can be classified into three broad categories: schemes using
feedback; schemes with feedforward or training information
but no feedback; and blind schemes. The first category uses
feedback, either explicitly or implicitly, from the receiver to
the transmitter to train the transmitter. For instance, in time
division duplex (TDD) systems [11], the same antenna weights
are used for reception and transmission so that feedback
is implicit in the exploitation of channel symmetry. These
weights are chosen during reception to maximize the received
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and, during transmission, to weight
the amplitudes of the transmitted signals. Therefore, this will
also maximize the SNR at the portable receiver. Explicit
feedback includes switched diversity systems with feedback
[12]. In practice, however, vehicle movement and interference
dynamics cause a mismatch between the channel perceived by
the transmitter and that perceived by the receiver.

Transmit diversity schemes mentioned in the second cat-
egory use linear processing at the transmitter to spread the
information across antennas. At the receiver, information is
recovered by an optimal receiver. Feedforward information
is required to estimate the channel from the transmitter to
the receiver. These estimates are used to compensate for the
channel response at the receiver. The first scheme of this
type was proposed by Wittneben [17] and it includes the
delay-diversity scheme of [18] as a special case. The linear
processing techniques were also studied in [19] and [20]. It
was shown in [21] and [22] that delay-diversity schemes are
indeed optimal in providing diversity, in the sense that the
diversity gain experienced at the receiver (which is assumed to
be optimal) is equal to the diversity gain obtained with receive
diversity. The linear filtering used at the transmitter can be
viewed as a channel code that takes binary or integer input
and creates real valued output. This paper shows that there
is a significant gain to be realized by viewing this problem
from a coding perspective, rather than from a purely signal
processing point of view.

The third category does not require feedback or feedforward
information. Instead, it uses multiple transmit antennas com-
bined with channel coding to provide diversity. An example
of this approach is the use of channel coding along with
phase sweeping [23] or frequency offset [24] with multiple
transmit antennas to simulate fast fading. An appropriately
designed channel code/interleaver pair is used to provide the
diversity benefit. Another approach in this category is to
encode information by a channel code and transmit the code
symbols, using different antennas, in an orthogonal manner.
This can be done by either time multiplexing [23], or by
using orthogonal spreading sequences for different antennas
[24]. The disadvantage of these schemes, as compared to the
previous two categories, is the loss in bandwidth efficiency due
to the use of the channel code. Using appropriate coding it is
possible to relax the orthogonality requirement needed in these
schemes and to obtain the diversity, as well as a coding gain,
without sacrificing bandwidth. This will be possible if one
views the whole system as a multiple input/multiple output
system and uses channel codes that are designed with that
view in mind.

Pilot symbol insertion (PSI) has been used to obtain channel
estimates for coherent detection and for decoding channel
codes over fast flat-fading channels [26]–[32]. The advantage
of the PSI technique is that it neither requires complex
signal processing nor does it increase the peak factor of the
modulated carrier. In [27] through [29] applications and im-
plementations of PS-aided coherent modems are presented. In
[26] and [31], the performance of PS-aided coherent modems
is studied by theoretical analysis.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II
we briefly review the theory of STCM. The reader is referred
to [1]–[5] for a detailed treatment of the theory. We present
two specific ST codes based on eight-phase-shift keyed (8-
PSK) and 16-QAM signaling constellations. We also present
an ST code representation for the delay-diversity scheme
based on the 8-PSK constellation. These ST codes, as well
as the delay-diversity code, will be used in the simulations.
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Fig. 1. ST coding.

In Section III, an STCM-based modem architecture and its
different signal processing blocks is described. Simulation
results for the proposed modem based on 32-state 8-PSK and
16-state 16-quadrature amplitude modulation ST (QAM ST)
codes are presented in Section IV. The frame error rate (FER)
performance as a function of SNR and maximum Doppler
frequency, as well as the effects of antenna correlation and
interpolation filter on the FER performance, are examined. In
addition, the performance of the 32-state 8-PSK ST code is
compared to the performance of the delay-diversity scheme
with an 8-PSK constellation. Finally, Section V includes our
conclusions and remarks.

II. SPACE-TIME (ST) CODING

In this section we will describe a basic model for a com-
munication system that employs ST coding with transmit
antennas and receive antennas. As shown in Fig. 1, the
information symbol at time is encoded by the ST encoder
as code symbols Each code symbol
is transmittedsimultaneouslyfrom a different antenna. The
encoder chooses the code symbols to transmit, so that both
the coding gain and diversity gain are maximized.

Signals arriving at different receive antennas undergo in-
dependent fading. The signal at each receive antenna is a
noisy superposition of the faded versions of thetransmitted
signals. A flat-fading channel is assumed. Let be the
average energy of the signal constellation. The constellation
points are scaled by a factor of such that the average
energy of the constellation points is 1. Let
be the received signal at antennaafter matched filtering.
Assuming ideal timing and frequency information, we have

(1)

where are independent samples of a zero-mean complex
white Gaussian process with two-sided power spectral density

per dimension. It is also assumed that and
are independent for The gain
models the complex fading channel gain from transmit antenna

to receive antenna The channel gain is modeled as a
low-pass filtered complex Gaussian random process with zero-
mean, variance one, and autocorrelation function

where is the zeroth-order bessel function of
the first kind and is the maximum Doppler frequency [33].
It is also assumed that and are independent for

or This condition is
satisfied if the transmit antennas are well separated (by more
than or by using antennas with different polarization.

Let be the code
vector transmitted from the antennas at time

be the corresponding
channel vector from the transmit antennas to theth
receive antenna, and
be the received signal vector. Also, let

be the noise vector at
the receive antennas. Let us define the channel
matrix from the transmit to the receive antennas
as Equation (1) can be
rewritten in a matrix form as

(2)

We can easily see that the SNRper receive antennais given by

SNR (3)

A. Performance Criterion

Suppose that thecode vectorsequence

was transmitted. We consider the probability that the decoder
decides erroneously in favor of the legitimate code vector
sequence

Assuming that for each frame or block of data of length
the ideal CSI are available at the receiver,
the probability of transmitting and deciding in favor of is
well upper bounded by [34]

(4)

(5)

where and

It is clear that in order to minimize the pairwise error proba-
bility we need to maximize (with the proper design
of the ST code). It is clear, however, that is a
function of the maximum Doppler frequency. Therefore, we
will derive the performance criterion for designing the ST
code, assuming that the fading is static over the block. In
this case and
we can easily verify that

(6)

where

(7)
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We can also verify that the matrix is Hermitian
and is equal to where is and
represents the error sequence The matrix is a square
root of Since is Hermitian we can write as
[35] where is unitary1 and is a diagonal matrix where the
diagonal elements are nonnegative and are
the eigenvalues of Therefore, we can write as

(8)

where Since is unitary and is a complex
Gaussian random vector with zero mean and covariance
then will be also a complex Gaussian random vector with
zero mean and covariance Hence, we will have

(9)

The random variable has a distribution with
two degrees of freedom, that is

for and otherwise (10)

Thus, to compute an upper bound on the average pairwise
error probability we simply average the right-hand side of (5)
to arrive at

(11)

Let denote the rank of the matrix (which is also equal to
the rank of Then has exactly zero eigenvalues.
Without loss of generality, let us assume that
are the nonzero eigenvalues, then it follows from (11) that

(12)

We can easily see that the probability of error bound in (12)
is similar to the probability of error bound for trellis coded
modulation for fading channels and, thus, a diversity gain of

and a coding gain of are achieved
[36]. From the above analysis, we arrive at the following
design criteria.

• The Rank Criterion:In order to achieve the maximum
diversity the rank of the matrix has to be
full rank for any two code vector sequencesand If

has a minimum rank over the set of two tuples
of distinct code vector sequences, then a diversity of
is achieved.

• The Determinant Criterion:Suppose that a diversity
benefit is our target. The minimum of

taken over all pairs of distinct code
vector sequences and is the coding gain. The design
target is to maximize

1An n� n matrix UUU is unitary if and only ifUUUUUU
�
= III:

B. Maximum Likelihood Vector Decoder

As before, we assume that the ideal CSI
are available at the receiver. We can derive the maximum
likelihood decoding rule for the ST code as follows. Suppose
that a code vector sequence

has been transmitted, and

has been received, whereis given by (2). At the receiver, op-
timum decoding amounts to choosing a vector code sequence

for which thea posteriori probability

is maximized. Assuming that all the code words are equiprob-
able, and since the noise vector is assumed to be a multivariate
allitive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), it can be easily shown
that the optimum decoder is [34]

(13)

It is obvious that the optimum decoder in (13) can be imple-
mented using the Viterbi algorithm when the ST code has a
trellis representation. In practice, the receiver has to estimate
the CSI, and techniques to accurately estimate the multichannel
CSI for STCM will be discussed later. CSI estimation errors,
however, will limit the performance of STCM. In this case,
let denote the CSI estimate at timesuch that

(14)

where the error matrix represents the error in the
CSI estimates. The element of represents
the error in the estimate of the channel gain Since
these channels are assumed to be independent, the’s are
also independent and are modeled as identically distributed
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance
Moreover, we will also assume that are
independent. This is true if we assume infinite interleaving
depth. For a finite block length, however, these errors will be
correlated. In this case we have

(15)

where

We can easily verify that is a zero-mean Gaussian random
vector with covariance where

(16)

In this case, and conditioned on the log likelihood to be
minimized for optimum decoding is given by

(17)
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Fig. 2. 8-PSK 32-state ST code with two transmit antennas.

For the case of constant envelope signals such as PSK,
does not depend on the transmitted code vectorand,

therefore, the metric in (17) reduces to that in (13), replacing
with the CSI estimate This means that the decoding

rule in (13) is still optimum for equal energy constellation, e.g.,
PSK [5], even in the presence of channel estimation errors.
For QAM signals, however, this will be true only if we have
ideal CSI, or when the channel estimation error is negligible
compared to the channel noise, i.e.,

C. Examples of ST Codes

Here we give two examples of ST codes that were designed,
using the above criteria, for two transmit antennas. The reader
is referred to [1] for further examples of ST codes.

• Example 1: Here we provide an 8-PSK 32-state ST
code designed for two transmit antennas. Consider the 8-
PSK constellation as labeled in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 also shows

the trellis description for this code. Each row in the
matrix represents the edge labels for transitions from the
corresponding state. The edge label indicates that
symbol is transmitted over the first antenna and that
symbol is transmitted over the second antenna. The
input bit stream to the ST encoder is divided into groups
of three bits, and each group is mapped into one of eight
constellation points. This code has a bandwidth efficiency
of 3 bits/channel use.

• Example 2: Here we provide a 16-QAM 16-State ST
code designed for two transmit antennas. Consider the
16-QAM constellation, as labeled in Fig. 3, using hexa-
decimal notation. Fig. 3 also shows the trellis description
for this code. The input bit stream to the ST encoder
is divided into groups of four bits and each group is
mapped into one of 16 constellation points. This code
has a bandwidth efficiency of 4 bits/channel use.
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Fig. 3. Sixteen-QAM 16-state ST code with two transmit antennas.

D. Comparison with Delay Diversity

We observe that the delay-diversity scheme of [18] and [19]
can be viewed as an ST code and, therefore, the performance
analysis presented above applies to it. Consider the delay-
diversity scheme of [18] and [19] where the channel encoder
is a rate 1/2 block repetition code defined over some signal
alphabet. Let be the output of the channel encoder
where is to be transmitted from antenna 1 and is to
be transmitted from antenna two, one symbol later. This can
be viewed as an ST code by defining thecode vector as

(18)

Now, let us consider the 8-PSK constellation in Fig. 4. It is
easy to show that the ST code realization of this delay-diversity
scheme has the trellis representation in Fig. 4. The minimum
determinant of this code is

Next, consider the block code

(19)

of length two defined over the 8-PSK alphabet instead of
the repetition code. This block code is the best, in the sense

Fig. 4. ST coding realization of a delay-diversity 8-PSK eight-state code
with two transmit antennas.

of product distance [18], among all the codes of cardinality
eight and of length two, defined over the 8-PSK alpha-
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Fig. 5. Downlink slot structure for STCM-based modem.

bet. This means that the minimum of the product distance
between pairs of distinct code words

and is the maximum among all
such codes. The delay-diversity code constructed from this
repetition code is identical to the 8-PSK eight-state ST code
[1]. The minimum determinant of this code is two. Simulation
results in Section IV will show an advantage of up to 9 dB
for the proposed ST coded modulation scheme with the 8-PSK
32-state ST code, over the delay-diversity code with 8-PSK
(obtained by the use of repetition code).

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we will present a general architecture for
a narrowband TDMA/STCM-based modem with transmit
antennas suitable for wireless communications. Without loss of
generality, we will assume that For brevity, we will
also present the modem architecture for the downlink only.
The uplink modem will have a similar architecture, except
that the framing and timing structure will be different and must
allow for a guard time between different asynchronous (due
to difference in propagation delay) bursts from different users.
The transmit antennas are assumed to be placed far enough
apart so that each transmit signal will experience independent
fading. Independent fading may be also obtained by the use
of two dually polarized transmit antennas.

A. Timing and Framing Structure

The system architecture that we propose is similar, but not
identical, to that of the IS-136 US cellular standard. Let
be the bandwidth of each of the frequency channels,be
the raw symbol rate, be the number of TDMA frames per
second for each frequency channel, andbe the number of
time slots per TDMA frame. Fig. 5 shows the basic TDMA
time slot structure. A signaling format which interleaves
training and synchronization sequences, pilot sequences, and
data is used. In each TDMA slot two bursts are transmitted,
one from each antenna. Each burst is symbols long and
begins with a training sequence of length symbols. The
training sequences and will be used for timing and
frequency synchronization at the receiver. In addition, every

symbols, the transmitter inserts pilot sequences
and , each, of length symbols. The length of the pilot
sequences should be at least equal to the number of transmit
antennas In addition, we may note that the symbols used for
pilots do not necessarily belong to the same symbol alphabet
used for sending the information symbols. Without loss of
generality, we will assume that the pilot and synchronization
symbols are taken from a constant envelope constellation (8-
PSK or -shifted differential PSK (DPSK), for example).
The pilot sequences and , along with the training
sequences and , will be used at the receiver to estimate
the channel from each of the transmit antennas to the receiver.
In general, with transmit antennas we will have different
synchronization sequences and different
pilot sequences Since signals at the receiver
antennas will be linear superpositions of all transmitted signals,
we choose the training sequences and and the pilot
sequences and to be orthogonal sequences. Thus, the
number of data symbols in each burst is

(20)

B. Transmitter Model

Fig. 6 shows a block diagram for the transmitter where, in
addition to the ST encoder, a high-rate RS block encoder is
used as an outer code. The reason for using an outer block
code is that, as it will be seen later from the simulation, at
reasonable values of SNR, when only the ST code is used
most of the frame errors are due to very few symbol errors
per frame, most of which can be recovered by the use of an
outer block code. The overall coding strategy of the modem is
calledconcatenated ST coding. Depending on the desired error
correction capability of the RS code, its rate, and the signal
constellation used, the dimensions of the RS code should be
chosen so that we have an integer number of RS code words
per one TDMA slot. In this case we will be able to decode each
slot immediately, without the need to wait for other bursts,
thereby minimizing the decoding delay.
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Fig. 6. Base station transmitter with STCM and two transmit antennas.

Fig. 7. Mobile receiver with STCM and two receive antennas.

Let be the number of information bits/modulation sym-
bols. We assume that the RS code used is a code
over The symbols are first created by
partitioning a block of information bits into groups
of bits, each. Similarly, the output symbols are
split into modulation symbols. Thus, the
data throughput of the system is

(21)

The output of the RS encoder is then encoded by an ST
channel encoder and the output of the ST encoder is split into
two streams of encoded modulation symbols. Each stream of
encoded symbols is then independently interleaved using a
block symbol-by-symbol interleaver. The transmitter inserts
the corresponding training and periodic pilot sequences in
each of the two bursts. Each burst is then pulse-shaped and
transmitted from the corresponding antenna. In this case, we
can write the signal transmitted from theth antenna,
as

(22)

where is the symbol period and is the transmit
filter pulse shaping function. Without loss of generality, we
will assume that is a square root raised-cosine

pulse shape given by [34]

(23)

where is the bandwidth expansion or roll-off factor. Since
is noncausal, we truncate to around

C. Receiver Model

Fig. 7 shows the corresponding block diagram of a mobile
receiver equipped with two receive antennas. After down
conversion to baseband, the received signal at each antenna
element is filtered using a receive filter with impulse response

that is matched to the transmit pulse shape In the
case of a transmit filter, The output of
the matched filters is over sampled at a rate that is
times faster than the symbol rate , that is,
Received samples corresponding to the training sequences
and are used for timing and frequency synchronization. The
received samples at the optimum sampling instant are then split
into two streams. The first one contains the received samples
corresponding to the pilot and training symbols. These are used
to estimate the corresponding CSI at the pilot and training
sequence symbols. The receiver then uses an appropriately
designed interpolation filter to interpolate those trained CSI
estimates and obtain accurate interpolated CSI estimates for
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the whole burst. The second stream contains the received
samples corresponding to the superimposed information sym-
bols. The interpolated CSI estimates, along with the received
samples corresponding to the information symbols, are then
deinterleaved using a block symbol-by-symbol deinterleaver
and passed to a vector maximum likelihood sequence decoder,
followed by an RS decoder.

D. Received Signal Model

We can write the received signal at theth antenna, , as

(24)

where the overall complex channel variable incorporates
both the channel gain and the effect of the residual frequency
offset and is given by

(25)

where is the residual frequency offset after automatic
frequency control (AFC). We can easily see that is
bandlimited to The autocorrelation function of
is given by

(26)

Define as the matched filter output at theth antenna,
which is given by2

(27)

where is the raised-cosine pulse shape and
the colored noise is given by

(28)

We note that has a zero mean and an autocorrelation of

(29)

For where is an integer, we have
for and 0 otherwise. Thus, the noise at the output

of the matched filter will be uncorrelated when sampled at the
symbol rate.

2Here we have ignored the intersymbol interference (ISI) due to the time
varying nature of the fading, which is a reasonable assumption to make when
the fading bandwidth is much smaller than the pulse shape bandwidth.

As we mentioned earlier, the output of the matched filter
will be sampled at a rate that is times faster than the
symbol rate that is Let us assume that the
sampling time for A/D conversion is

(30a)

(30b)

(30c)

where is the timing error. Therefore, we can write the
samples at theth antenna matched filter output as

(31)

where represents the intersymbol interference (ISI) due
to other transmitted symbols and is given by

(32)

In addition, when the fading bandwidth is much smaller than
the reciprocal of the symbol period it is reasonable to assume
that the fading is constant over one symbol period, that is

In this case, we can rewrite as

(33)

E. Timing and Frequency Synchronization

A frequency offset in the order of 1 ppm, which corresponds
to 1.9 kHz at a carrier frequency of 1.9 GHz, will exist in
the baseband signal. This frequency offset can be coarsely
compensated for using an AFC circuit [37]. After the coarse
frequency offset compensation, a residual frequency offset
in the order of 0.1 ppm will still exist in the baseband signal
and can be compensated for, as we will see later, as part of
the channel estimation [38].

For symbol timing synchronization the receiver uses the
samples, corresponding to the training symbols as

follows. Consider the th antenna signal at the output of the
matched filter, as given by (33). First, we make the reasonable
assumption that the channel is almost constant over the dura-
tion of the training sequence and is equal to the value of the
channel in the middle of the training period, that is,

Also, let us define the overall
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noise term as Let us
consider the received samples

Let Then, we may note that
Define

as

...
...

...
...

...
...

(34)

where We assume (erroneously3)
that the noise term due to ISI is
modeled as uncorrelated Gaussian noise with zero mean and
variance Therefore, the overall noise vector is zero
mean with covariance where
Define Since the training sequences are
orthogonal, it is easy to verify that

(35)

where The symbol timing synchronization
algorithm estimates which is closest to the optimum sam-
pling instant in each frame. This value ofcan be estimated
using maximum likelihood estimation. Similar to the develop-
ment in [40], we can shows that the log likelihood function for
the symbol timing synchronization can be approximated by

(36)

The optimum sampling instant is obtained by searching for
the value that gives the maximum value of Because
in (36) we only use the envelope of this method will
be robust against phase distortion due to the Rayleigh fading,
especially in deep fades.

F. Channel Estimation

Consider the th receive antenna output after matched
filtering. We can write the received signal samples for theth
symbol within the burst at the optimum sampling instant as

(37)

where is the timing error after timing synchronization,
is the AWGN with zero mean and variance per

dimension, and is the ISI due to the timing error which
3This approximation is only valid if the code symbols are Gaussian [39]

and if the timing error is constant, but otherwise unknown.

is modeled as uncorrelated Gaussian noise with zero mean
and variance

Consider the output samples corresponding to theth pilot
sequence within the burst

As before, a reasonable assumption
to make is that the channel is almost constant over the
duration of the pilot sequence and is equal to the value of
the channel in the middle of the pilot sequence, that is,

As before, we define the overall noise
term as Define as

...
...

...

...
...

(38)

where Using the fact that
are orthogonal, we can immediately see that the minimum
mean square error (MMSE) estimate of is given by

(39)

It is easy to show that

(40)

where is the estimation error due to the noise and ISI
and is given by

(41)

Since is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian random
vector it easy to see that will be also Gaussian with
zero mean and variance

(42)

Note that, in the case of pilot symbols with constant envelope,
and in this case we will have

(43)

At nominal SNR’s, and when the timing error is relatively
small, the variance of the term due to ISI will be very small
as compared to the thermal noise variance, that is,
In addition, we will have In this case, the variance
of the estimation error will be given by

(44)
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Fig. 8. Quasi-adaptive channel interpolation.

In order to minimize the overall system delay we will
assume that the receiver estimates the CSI in any given time
slot using the pilot and training sequences in that slot only.
Therefore, we will avoid the need to wait for future bursts
in order to be able to estimate the channel and perform the
decoding of the slot. In addition, other time slots may be
carrying bursts that correspond to old IS-136 wireless channels
or any other bursts with different slot structure and, thus, no
pilot symbols will exist in those slots.

G. Channel Interpolation

Without loss of generality, let us assume that the number of
trained channel estimates in each time slot is For clarity
of notation, let denote the trained channel estimate

These trained channel estimates
need to be interpolated to obtain a complete CSI for the whole
time slot. To satisfy the Nyquist criterion, the normalized
sampling rate of the trained channel estimates must satisfy

(45)

Moreover, in order to compensate for the fact that, in estimat-
ing the channel over any time slot, we are using the pilot and
training symbols in that time slot only, should be slightly
higher than one. Here, we will briefly consider two different
approaches for interpolating the channel estimates.

1) Wiener Interpolation Filter (WIF): In this approach, we
use a multichannel generalization of the WIF proposed in
[26]. In this case, the receiver estimates the channel gain

for the th symbol position
in the burst as a linear combination of the trained channel
estimates

(46)

where and
Note that the interpolator

coefficients are different for every symbol position in
the burst. These coefficients are chosen such that the mean
squared error (MSE) between the channel gain and its

interpolatedestimate is minimized. In this case, it is
known that the optimum interpolator coefficients are given by
the Wiener solution [41]

(47)

where is an matrix and is an vector
and are given by

and

From (26) and (40) we can easily see that the element
of and the th element of are given by

and

respectively. In this case, we can easily show that the MMSE
in the interpolated estimates is given by

(48)

where is the variance of which was assumed to be
one.

As in [26], however, the optimum WIF assumes knowledge
of the SNR (or more specifically the estimation error variance

which can be related to the SNR, as shown above), the
maximum Doppler frequency and the residual frequency
offset and therefore will be different for different values
of the SNR, and This would be very complex for
practical implementation. In a practical scenario, the filter will
be optimized for the worst case and such that it will have
a bandwidth that is wide enough for all possible time variations
of the channel. In this case, however, the performance at
low and will be the same as that of the worst case
(noise in the interpolated estimates will have a larger variance
due to the large bandwidth of the interpolation filter). In
addition, if exceeds the filter bandwidth, aliasing in
the interpolated CSI will occur and we will have a significant
mismatch between the interpolated CSI and the ideal one. This
will lead to a significant error floor. Here, we consider a quasi-
adaptive approach to remedy this problem. This approach is
shown in Fig. 8. In this approach, we divide the range of all
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possible into different nonoverlapping ranges. For every
range of Doppler frequencies, we design an optimum WIF
for the maximum Doppler frequency in that range and use
it for the whole range. By observing the correlations of the
interpolated channel estimates from the previous time slots, or
by observing its frame error rate (FER), the receiver selects
which filter to use.

2) Low-Pass Interpolation Filter (LPIF)In this approach,
a time invariant finite impulse response (FIR) digital low pass
filter is used to interpolate the channel estimates in every time
slot. This approach is similar to that in [42] where an FIR
low-pass filter with unit sample response equal to a truncated
raised-cosine pulse is used for interpolation. Here, however,
we use the approach described in [43] to design an optimum
FIR low-pass filter for interpolation that will minimize the
error between the interpolated channel estimates and its true
value. This approach will be briefly described below. For full
mathematical treatment, however, the reader is referred to [43].

We are given a sequence the values of which are
possibly nonzero only at where
The sequence is considered as being a sampled version
of an unknown, but bandlimited sequence

otherwise.
(49)

The sequence is assumed to be bandlimited with

for (50)

The sequence here corresponds to the channel samples
at the pilot positions. Let us assume that is the unit sample
response of the FIR interpolating filter, which, given every
sample of the sequence interpolates the remaining
samples using past and future samples. It is easy to verify
that the length of the filter will be then The unit
sample response is designed such that the error

(51)

is minimized. The method in [43] divides into sub-
sequences

The minimization of (51) results in the follow-
ing set of linear equations for each

and (52)

where is the autocorrelation function of and is given
by

(53)

Equation (52) can be put in a matrix form as

(54)

where

...
...

.. .
...

is a Toeplitz matrix that does not depend onFurthermore

This, in some sense, resembles the WIF approach described
above, except that the same filter is used for all points in
the slot as compared to the WIF, in which a different filter
(or set of weights) is used for each point in the slot. Also,
since we require the filter to be time invariant, the filter
bandwidth should satisfy the condition in (45) for the worst
case maximum Doppler frequency and frequency offset. As
explained above, this will degrade the performance at low
and In addition, since the receiver estimates the CSI in
any given time slot using the pilot and training sequences in
that slot only, interpolated CSI near the ends of the slot will
exhibit a larger MSE than those near the middle of the slot.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results for the
STCM-based modem architecture described above. These re-
sults will be presented for both the 8-PSK 32-state and
the 16-QAM 16-state ST codes presented in Section II. We
will briefly describe the simulation scenario in Sections IV-A
and IV-B. The results of these simulations are presented in
Sections IV-C through IV-G.

A. Time Slot Structure and Signaling Format

In all of the simulations, we assume IS-136basic chan-
nelization and framing, except that the slot structure of the
STCM-based modem will be different. For the purpose of
comparison, we will briefly describe the channelization and
framing structure in IS-136. On each 30-kHz channel, the IS-
136 standard defines 25 frames of data per second
each of which is then further subdivided into six time slots

Each time slot is of 6.667-ms duration and
carries 162 modulation symbols (the raw symbol rate
is 24 300 symbols/s). These symbols, in turn, include, 130
symbols for data or speech and 32 symbols for synchronization
and control overhead. Under normal operating conditions, a
single user is provided with exactly two time slots per frame,
which guarantees the user a symbol rate of

symbols per second. The IS-136 uses -DQPSK for
modulation, which supports two bits per symbol. This means
that the net (uncoded) bit rate over a 30-kHz channel is 39 kb/s.

Fig. 9 shows the slot structure for the STCM-based modem
with two transmit antennas, using IS-136 basic channelization
and framing. As with the IS-136 standard, we also assume
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Fig. 9. Slot structure for STCM-based modem based on IS-136 timing and framing structure.

TABLE I
SNRw(dB) USED FOR DESIGNING THE WIF’S FOR 8-PSK

TABLE II
SNRw(dB) USED FOR DESIGNING THE WIF’S FOR 16-QAM

the same symbol rate of 24 300 symbols/s. Each burst of
6.667 ms is 162 symbols long and starts with a
14 symbols training sequence that will be used for
timing and frequency synchronization. The training sequence
is also used to estimate the channel at the middle of the
training sequence. In addition, the transmitter inserts six two-
symbol pilot sequences and that are
used for channel estimation. Thus, in each burst we are left
with 136 symbols, ten of which will be reserved for control
overhead and 126 of which will be used for information. The
126 symbols in each burst are interleaved by a 149 symbol-
by-symbol block interleaver. The pulse shape has
a roll-off factor of 0.35.

B. Channel Estimation and Interpolation

As we pointed out before, signals at the receive antennas
will be a linear superposition of the two transmitted bursts and
we need the two training sequencesand as well as the
pilot sequences and to be orthogonal sequences. We
use the same -DQPSK synchronization sequence specified
in the IS-136 standard for This will allow the STCM-
based service to coexist with old IS-136 services and, at the
same time, ensure backward compatibility with IS-136.4 We
assume that the synchronization and pilot symbols have the
same energy per symbol as the information symbols. As we
mentioned before, in estimating the channel over any burst, the
receiver uses the training and pilot sequences in that burst only

4Some of today’s IS-136 mobile phones use the synchronization sequence
in other time slots to update their equalizer and maintain timing and frequency
synchronization.

Fig. 10. Unit sample response of LPIF designed forLs = 23; K = 3; and
� = 0:5:

Fig. 11. Error histogram of the 16-QAM 16-state ST code without an outer
RS with two transmit and two receive antennas and optimized WIF at
fd = 180 Hz.

since other time slots may be carrying bursts that correspond
to old IS-136 wireless channels or other bursts with different
structure. In addition, this will minimize the overall system
delay. Thus, the receiver will use and at the beginning
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Fig. 12. Peformance of the 16-QAM 16-state ST code with two transmit and two receive antennas andfd = 180 Hz.

of the current time slot, the six pilot sequences and
as well as and at the beginning of the next time slot
(which may belong to a different user) to obtain eight estimates
per TDMA time slot for the channel from each of
the transmitting antennas to the receiver. The sampling period
of these channel estimates where , in our
case, can be easily seen to be 23/24 300 which corresponds to
a sampling frequency Hz . In all of the simulations
we will consider maximum Doppler frequencies up to 180 Hz,
a residual frequency offset of 200 Hz, an over sampling
factor and a timing error which is uniformly
distributed over Thus, an of 1056 Hz will satisfy
the requirement in (45).

For the WIF, we assumed that the 200-Hz Doppler range
is divided into four subranges: 0–20, 20–80, 80–140, and
140–200 Hz. Four different WIF’s were designed, one for each
subrange. These filters were optimized at a frequency offset
of 200 Hz, maximum Doppler frequencies of 20, 80, 140, and
200 Hz, respectively, and an SNRthat will depend on the
ST code used and the number of transmit and receive antennas
used. Tables I and II list the SNRused for designing the
WIF’s for both the 8-PSK and 16-QAM cases we considered.

For the LPIF, the approach described in Section III-G2 was
used to design a time-invariant low-pass filter with

Fig. 10 shows the unit sample response
of the LPIF. The low-pass filter was designed such that

it will have its 3-dB cutoff frequency at 528 Hz.

C. 16-QAM Results

For the 16-QAM 16-state space time code, shown in Fig. 3,
we simulated the STCM-based modem without an outer RS
code. Fig. 11 shows the number of errors per frame as a
fraction of the total number of errors per frame for two transmit
and two receive antennas at a maximum Doppler frequency

Hz. From this figure we can easily see that for SNR’s
of more than 15 dB, more than 80% of the frame errors are due

Fig. 13. SNR performance at 10% FER as a function offd of the 16-QAM
16-state ST code with two transmit and two receive antennas.

TABLE III
SNR (dB) REQUIRED FOR 10% FERFOR THE 16-QAM

16-STATE ST CODE FOR DIFFERENT BIT RATES

to one or two symbol errors and 90% of them are due to four or
fewer symbol errors. These errors can be corrected by using a
high-rate outer code. Therefore, we considered three different
shortened RS codes over for the outer code. The first
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Fig. 14. Performance of the 8-PSK 32-state ST code with two transmit and two receive antennas andfd = 180 Hz.

code, referred to as RS1, is a shortened RS(62, 60) code that
corrects single-byte errors. The second RS code, referred to
as RS3, is a shortened RS(62, 56) code that corrects three-
byte errors, and the third RS code, referred to as RS5, is a
shortened RS(62, 52) code that corrects five-byte errors. For
RS1, for example, the symbols are first created by
partitioning a block of 480 information bits into 60 groups of
eight bits each. These 60 bytes are then encoded by RS1 to
give 62 bytes or RS symbols. The output symbols

bits) are then partitioned into 124 16-QAM
symbols, two modulation symbols per one RS symbol. The
124 16-QAM symbols are then padded with two 16-QAM
zero symbols to force the ST encoder to go back to the zero
state.5 The 126 16-QAM symbols are then encoded using the
ST encoder.

Fig. 12 shows the FER performance of the 16-QAM 16-
state ST code with two transmit and two receive antennas and
a maximum Doppler frequency using optimized
WIF. From this figure we can see that the ST code alone
needs an SNR of 18 dB to achieve 10% FER. However,
when the ST code is concatenated with RS5, for example,
the required SNR is 14.5 dB, which is a 3.5-dB gain over
the ST code alone. In this case, however, the net bit rate
(over a 30-kHz channel) at 10% FER will be reduced from
74.4 kb/s to 62.4 kb/s. Fig. 13 shows the SNR required for
10% FER versus the maximum Doppler frequencyfor the
16-QAM 16-state ST code, concatenated with RS5 and two
transmit and two receive antennas. We plot the results for
both the LPIF and WIF. We can easily see a 2.5–3.5 dB
advantage for the WIF over the LPIF for maximum Doppler
frequencies up to 180 Hz. As expected, the WIF will have a
better performance than the LPIF (since we are optimizing the
filter coefficients for every point in the slot), although it would

5For the 16-QAM 16-state ST code only one 16-QAM zero symbol is
needed to terminate the trellis, the other symbol is merely a dummy symbol.

Fig. 15. SNR performance at 10% FER as a function offd of the 8-PSK
32-state ST code with two transmit and two receive antennas.

TABLE IV
SNR (dB) REQUIRED FOR 10% FERFOR THE EIGHT-PSK

32-STATE ST CODE FOR DIFFERENT BIT RATES

be more computationally expensive and would require more
memory to store the coefficients.

Table III summarizes the SNR performance at 10% FER
for the 16-QAM 16-state ST code case. It shows the required
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Fig. 16. Effect of transmit antenna correlation on the SNR performance at
10% FER for the 8-PSK 32-state ST code as a function offd:

SNR for different number of transmit and receive antennas
and different bit rates, for maximum Doppler frequencies of
10 and 180 Hz. For all of these cases we assumed that the WIF
is used for to obtain the interpolated CSI. In addition, we also
included the case when there is only one transmit antenna as
a reference at the transmitter, which corresponds to the case
where no ST coding is used. From these numbers, one can
easily see the improvement in the SNR performance due to
the use of the ST code with transmit antennas. For example,
when using the space time code alone with two transmit and
one receive antennas, at a maximum Doppler frequency of
10 Hz, an improvements of 5.6 dB (over the system with
one transmit and one receive antenna) is achieved. For the
same case, at a maximum Doppler frequency of 180 Hz, this
improvement is even larger at more than 20 dB.

D. 8-PSK Results

For the 8-PSK constellation, we considered the same three
RS codes used for the 16-QAM case, except that the code
polynomial is now defined over and each symbol is
6 bits long. For RS1, in this case, the 62 symbols are
first created by partitioning a block of 360 information bits
into 60 groups of 6 bits each. The output 62 symbols
are then partitioned into 124 8-PSK symbols, two modulation
symbols per one RS symbol. The 124 8-PSK symbols are then
padded with two 8-PSK zero symbols to force the ST encoder
to go back to the zero state. The 126 8-PSK symbols are then
encoded using the ST encoder.

Fig. 14 shows the FER performance of the 8-PSK 32-state
ST code with two transmit and two receive antennas and

with WIF. From this figure, we can see that a
10% FER can be achieved at 11.7-dB SNR and 10-dB SNR
with an 8-PSK 32-state ST code, concatenated with RS1 and
RS5, respectively. This corresponds to a net bit rate (over
a 30-kHz channel) of 54 kb/s and 46.8 kb/s, respectively.
Fig. 15 shows the SNR required for 10% FER versusfor
the 8-PSK 32-state ST code, concatenated with RS5 and two
receive antennas. As in the 16-QAM 16-state ST code case,

Fig. 17. SNR performance at 10% FER. Performance of delay diversity
versus 8-PSK 32-state ST code with two transmit and one receive antennas
as a function offd:

Fig. 18. SNR performance at 10% FER. Performance of delay diversity
versus 8-PSK 32-state ST code with two transmit and two receive antennas
as a function offd:

we also plot the results for both the LPIF and the WIF. We
can see a 2.5-dB advantage for the WIF over the LPIF at 10
Hz. At 180 Hz, the WIF advantage over the LPIF is only
1.5 dB.

Table IV summarizes the SNR performance at 10% FER for
the 8-PSK 32-state ST code case. It also shows the required
SNR for different numbers of transmit and receive antennas
and different bit rates, for maximum Doppler frequencies of
10 and 180 Hz. As before, we assume that the WIF is used to
obtain the interpolated CSI. Similar to the 16-QAM case, we
can easily see the improvement in the SNR, due to the use of
the ST code, as compared to the case when only one transmit
antenna is used (no ST coding).

E. Effect of Transmit Antenna Correlation

Next, we study the effect of transmit antenna correlation
on the STCM-based modem performance. In this case, we
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Fig. 19. Performance of the 8-PSK 32-state ST code with two transmit and one receive antennas atfd = 180 Hz in a TU environment with delay
spread of 5�s (GSM TU channel model).

assumed that the channel gains from the two transmit antennas
to the th receive antenna are correlated such that

where Fig. 16 also shows the SNR
required for 10% FER as a function of the maximum Doppler
frequency for and (uncorrelated channel
gains) for the 8-PSK 32-state ST code with two transmit
antennas. We can easily see that, even though the channels
from the two transmit antennas are highly correlated, the
performance was degraded by less than 1 dB for both the
one- and two-receive antennas cases.

F. Performance of ST Coding Versus Delay Diversity

Here, we compare the performance of the STCM scheme
versus the simple delay-diversity scheme. For that purpose, we
consider the delay-diversity scheme with 8-PSK constellation.
In this case the delay-diversity scheme will have the ST coding
representation shown in Fig. 4. We simulated the STCM-based
modem with the delay-diversity code shown in Fig. 4 as its ST
code. Figs. 17 and 18 show the SNR required for 10% FER as
a function of the maximum Doppler frequency for the cases
with one and two receive antennas, respectively. We show the
results for both the WIF and the LPIF. We also show the
corresponding results for the 8-PSK 32-state ST code. We can
immediately see that the STCM scheme has an approximately
4-dB SNR advantage over simple delay diversity with two
receive antennas for both the LPIF and the WIF. For one
receive antenna and the WIF, the SNR advantage of STCM
over simple delay diversity is about 2.5 and 4.5 dB for
and Hz, respectively. For the one-receive antenna case
and LPIF, this advantage goes up 9 dB at a maximum Doppler
frequency of 180 Hz. The superior performance of the ST code

TABLE V
THE GSM TU CHANNEL MODEL: DELAY SPREAD = 5�s

TABLE VI
THE GSM HT CHANNEL MODEL: DELAY SPREAD = 17�s

over the delay-diversity scheme is due to the extra coding gain
provided by the code.

G. Performance in Delay Spread Channels

In all of our discussions and simulations so far we have
assumed that the channel impulse response (CIR)
from th transmitting antenna toth receiving antenna, is a
frequency-flat channel. That is, the channel impulse response
is assumed to be

where is the channel gain defined earlier andis the
propagation delay. This model is generally valid as long as
the delay spread of the channel ismuch less than the symbol
period. Measurements for typical urban (TU) and hilly terrain
(HT) propagation environments, however, show delay spreads
of up to 5 and 17 [44], respectively. In this case, the CIR
will be
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Fig. 20. Performance of the 8-PSK 32-state ST code with two transmit and two receive antennas atfd = 180 Hz in a TU environment with delay
spread of 5�s (GSM TU channel model).

where and are the complex channel gain and
propagation delay for theth multipath component.

Tables V and VI show the GSM measurement-based chan-
nel models for TU and HT channels [44]. We simulated the
STCM-based modem described above with the 8-PSK 32-state
space time code for both the TU and HT channel models.
Figs. 19 and 20 show the FER performance for the STCM
model with one and two receive antennas at a maximum
Doppler frequency of 180 Hz and a TU channel model with 5

delay spread, respectively. From these two figures, we can
easily see that for the TU channel model, and at Hz,
the performance degradation due to the multipath is 0.5 dB or
less at an FER of 10%. Fig. 21 shows the SNR performance at
10% FER for the STCM-based modem using the TU channel
model, which shows a performance degradation (at 10% FER)
of less than 0.5 dB for the one receive antenna case and less
than 1 dB for the two receive antenna case. For the HT channel
model, however, the results showed a substantial error flooring
due to the severe ISI caused by the channel. In this case it is
very clear that an equalizer must be used, which is currently
under investigation.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new advanced modem technology
for high-data-rate wireless communications. This technology
is based on the use of concatenated STCM with multiple
transmit and/or multiple receive antennas. The spatial and
temporal properties of STCM guarantee that, unlike with
other transmit diversity techniques, diversity is achieved at
the transmitter while maintaining optional receive diversity,
without any sacrifice in transmission rate. The multichannel
CSI required at the receiver for decoding is estimated us-
ing O-PSI techniques. A detailed design for a narrowband
TDMA/STCM-based modem has been presented. Simulation
results for the proposed STCM-based modem show great

Fig. 21. Effect of delay spread on the SNR performance at 10% FER, or the
8-PSK 32-state ST code as a function offd:

promise for STCM techniques as a powerful channel coding
method for high-data-rate wireless applications. For example,
the 16-QAM 16-state STCM-based modem with two transmit
and two receive antennas, presented earlier, can achieve a net
bit rate of 74.4 kb/s with 10% FER at SNR of 16 dB which
is a 2.6 times increase in data rate, as compared to the net
bit rate of 28.8 kb/s offered by the current IS-136 [45]. In
addition, the STCM modem achieves these bit rates at an
SNR that is lower than that required by current systems [45].
Simulation results also showed that the STCM-based modem
performs well even when there is a correlation between the two
transmit antennas, which suggests that the same concept can be
easily applied at both base stations and handsets. In addition,
the performance of the STCM-based modem in a typical
urban propagation environment was very close to that under a
frequency-flat channel response. For propagation environments
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with large delay spreads , however, multichannel
equalization is necessary in order to maintain the performance
of the STCM-based modem at acceptable levels. Efforts to
design good multichannel equalizers for STCM are now under
investigation. Research on the interaction and combination of
STCM with other techniques, such as orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM), maximum likelihood (ML)
decoding and interference cancellation, and beamforming is
now being pursued [46]–[48].
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